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Space-time Symmetries in Nature
Translation symmetry: conservation of
momentum and energy
 Rotational symmetry: conservation of
angular momentum
 Lorentz Invariance: Equivalence of frames
moving at constant relative speed.
Symmetry under reflection: Parity
conservation


Time reversal invariance:symmetry under
t -> -t
Charge Conjugation symmetry:symmetry unde
Exchange of particle-antiparticle
Parity was well-tested in selection rules
in atomic and nuclear physics, until
1954 when………………

1954 The Tau-Theta Puzzle
and θ were known to have the same
mass and the same lifetime, but different
decay modes! Tau decayed to 3π but
Theta into 2π
 In 1953 Dalitz had shown that the 3π final
state had spin parity of 0-, and the 2π
state was known to have spin-parity 0+
 So either they were different particles or
Parity was not conserved!
τ

In 1953, Dalitz argued that since the pion parity was
(-1) two pions would combine to produce a (+1) parity
three pions would combine to produce a (-1) parity
•

(-1).(-1) = (+1)
(-1).(-1).(-1) = (-1)
If parity is conserved,
same particle

• The conclusion was either
parity is not conserved.

 and  can not be the

 and  are different particles or

this is the - puzzle

The question whether parity was
conserved was raised by Marty Block
via Feynman at the 1956 Rochester
Conference…………
T. D. Lee and C. N. Yang did a
detailed analysis of consequences of
parity violation in beta decay and other
weak decay processes(1956).
(“The question of parity conservation in
weak interactions”)

• Experimental proof of parity conservation needed an accuracy of
F2 < 10 – 24.
Parity violation implies states of opposite parity. It could therefore
possess an electric dipole moment of a magnetude:

M = e G2 (dimension of syst.)
Where G = F2 is the coupling strength of the decay interaction.
Since all the weak interactions are characterized by a coupling
strength G < 10-12, a violation of parity will introduce a parity mixing
characterized by an F2 < 10-24.
• Lee and Yang suggested possible experimental tests of parity
conservation:
-decay of the Cobalt 60
 and  decay

Lee and Yang proposal
In 1956 Lee and Yang suggested a proposal for
ending the puzzle.
•

Violation of parity in weak interaction
• « Existing experiments do indicate parity
conservation in strong and electromagnetic
interactions to a high degree of accuracy. »
« Past experiments on the weak interactions
had actually no bearing on the question of parity
conservation. »

•

Experimental test of parity conservation in
-decay of CO60
observation of spatial asymmetry in emission of decay electrons from CO60.
Lead to a distinction between -decay and its
mirror-image process.
•Angular distribution of electrons coming from -decay
of polarized nuclei:
•I () cst ( 1 + cos ) sin d
Where  is proportionnal to the interference term
between the parity-conserving and the paritynonconserving interactions, and  the angle between
the parent nuclei orientation and the momentum of the
electron.

Experimental test of parity conservation in
the decay of  and  mesons
Lee and Yang suggested that the violation of parity
conservation could be proved in the study of the decays:

•

   
  e  
If parity is not conserved in (1), the muon emitted from
the stopped pion will be polarized in its direction of
motion.
•

The angular distibution of electrons in (2) serves as a
analyzer for the muon polarization, and hence, indicates
whether or not parity is conserved.
• Polarization of the muons also offers a way of
determining the magnetic moment.
•

If a magnetic field is applied, the muons are created
with a large polarization in the direction of motion and
the process of slowing down and stopping do not
depolarized them.
•

the electrons emitted from  decay have an
angular asymmetry about the polarization direction.
The consequences of these observations are that in
the reactions (1) and (2), parity is not conserved.
•

• They also set the ratio of the magnetic moment of
particule to  

+

The violation of parity conservation has been
confirmed !!!

Confirmation:
 In

1957 experiments by C. S. Wu et al
at NBS/Columbia on beta decay of Cobalt60 and Lederman et al at BNL and Telegdi
et al at Chicago on π->μ->e decay chain
confirmed that parity was violated almost
maximally in many weak decays.

These asymmetries also violate C!
 In

1957, it was pointed out that the
symmetry under CP was still preserved in
all these decays.
So a new proposal was that nature is
symmetric under CP……..
 (Landau, Lee and Yang….1957)
 This kept the theorists happy!
 At least until 1964…………….
->CPT theorem…………

Neutral kaon system
Two isospin doublets (I3=±1/2, S=±1): K+(us) and Ko(ds) with S=+1
and K-(su) and Ko(sd) with S=-1.
 Ko and Ko are produced in strong interactions and are eigenstates of
strong interactions as in strong interactions the third projection of isospin
and strangeness are conserved (definite assignment of I3 and S).
 However, they are not eigenstates of the CP operation. The linear
combinations of these particles can be formed to identify the eigenstates
of the CP:
– K1 = ( K + K ) / 2 with even CP symmetry: CP K1 = + K1
– K2 = ( K - K ) / 2 with odd CP symmetry: CP K2 = - K2
 The weak interaction acts on the states K1 and K2, so the particles,
which decay, are K1 and K2 without well-defined strangeness.


Neutral kaon system
The proof of the identity of K1 and K2 comes from their decays.
Assume that CP is preserved in weak interactions. As K1 is even
under CP operation, it can decay only to states which are also even,
for example 2. K2 is odd under CP operation and can decay only to
states which are also odd, for example 3.
 The difference in the decay modes results in the significant difference
in the lifetimes:
K1  , = 8.9310-11 s
K2  , = 5.1710-8 s
 Long-lived K2 was first observed by Lande et al. using a 3-GeV beam
from the Brookhaven Cosmotron.


Observation of K2  







If CP is a good symmetry, then K2    decay is
strictly forbidden.
Christenson et al. set up an experiment to check this.
Actually, the objective of the experiment was to extend the
limit on the fraction of K2, which decay into two pions.
Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) at Brookhaven.
– 30 GeV proton beam.
– Be target.
– K2 were produced in p+Be collisions.
– K2 beam - at 30o relative to circulating protons.
– Collimator at 4.5 m from the target, magnet at 6.5 m, 2nd
collimator at 18 m.
K1 (short-lived) decayed before reaching the 2nd collimator.

Discovery of CP Violation
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Phys. Rev. Lett. 13, 138 (1964)

Results and outcomes



Branching ratio: R=(K2    /(K2  all charged
modes) = (2.0±0.4)10-3.
K1 and K2 are not exact eigenstates of CP symmetry and
are not quite the particles seen by the weak interactions.
Instead, the true eigenstates of CP have a small admixture
of another particle:

K 
0
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K S0 

1
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( K 20  K10 )
( K10  K 20 )

 is the parameter quantifying CP violation (admixture of


the 2nd particle or ‘wrong’ CP eigenstate). It is measured
as 2.310-3.
Similar branching ratio was found for KL    decay
(9.110-4).

Results and outcomes


At present the degree of CP violation is usually quoted as the amplitude
ratio of processes:
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CP violation was also demonstrated in the leptonic modes of
KL decay
KL    e e , KL   e  e with the
asymmetry:
rate(KL0   e  e )  rate(KL0   ee )
2
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rate(K L   e  e )  rate(K L   e e )



CP violation provides a definition of matter and antimatter:
positron (antimatter) is defined as that lepton which is
produced more often in KL leptonic decay. Can also
separate left from right using neutrinos in KL decay.

Connection to Cosmology:

Matter-Antimatter Asymmetry







In early universe:
Nbbar= Nb = Nγ (Number densities)
Today:
Nbbar = 0, Nb = 10-9, Nγ = 1……….
Sakharov(1967) pointed out how this can be
explained iff
(i) CP is violated, (ii) C is violated, (iii) baryon
number is not conserved , and (iv) thermal
equilibrium is not not satisfied (as e.g. due to
Hubble expansion)

Flavor Mixing


In 1957 the Universal V-A theory of currentcurrent weak interaction was proposed by
Sudarshan and Marshak. It was confirmed
spectacularly by many experiments. There was
one problem: the strength of strangeness
changing decays such as Λ -> pe-ν much
smaller than expected. Gell-Mann and
Levy(1959) proposed to account for this by
writing the weak current as: aJ(0) + bJ(1)
where the 0 and 1 stand for change in
strangeness, and demanding that a2 + b2 = 1.

 Cabibbo(1963)

used this form with SU(3)
assignment for baryons and for the
currents, and produced an excellent fit to
the data then available, identifying
 a = cos θ, and b = sin θ, and θ being then
called as the Cabibbo angle.
 As

for CP violation, there were many
attempts to explain or incorporate it into
whatever the current theory was, but
without any success………...

The situation in 1972


At the time of the K-M paper was being written,
the SU(2)XU(1) electroweak theory of GlashowSalam-Weinberg was well-known. But it was not
yet clear if this was the correct model to
describe the real world. There were three quarks
known u,d and s. In Japan there was preliminary
evidence for the fourth c, from the cosmic ray
events in the emulsion from Niu’s group in
Nagoya, which was known to Kobayashi and
Maskawa.

Content of the Kobayashi-Maskawa paper
 In

the SU(2)XU(1) Model with 2 families, the
weak current coupling to W is

d 
J  (u c ) L U  
 s L

where U is a 2x2 unitary matrix , and has
three phases and one angle. The three phases
can be absorbed in the definition of three of
the quark fields, leaving a real matrix with one
angle, the Cabibbo angle.
(GIM=Glashow-Ilioupoulos-Maiani)

Furthermore, there was no room for a phase anywhere
in any other term in the Lagrangian.
Hence the model was CP conserving.
They asked for the most minimal change to
the model so there is CP violation.
They pointed out three possibilities:
(i)Addition of RHcurrent couplings of quarks
(ii) Addition of extra scalars
(iii) Addition of one extra doublet of quarks, requiring
Six quarks.
They pointed out that for a 3X3 unitary matrix in the
Weak Current which has six phases and three angles,
one non-trivial Phase remains which cannot be absorbed
into the quark Fields leading to possible CP violation.

 Both

options of RH(V+A) Currents
And extra scalar for CP violation were also
proposed and discussed in 1973:
V+A current by Rabi Mohapatra and
Extra scalar(Higgs) by T. D. Lee

This paper(KM) went completely
unnoticed for 3 years and was met
with deathly silence.
 In

1975, Sugawara and Pakvasa(UH)
wrote a paper in which it was pointed out
that the 6 quark option could account for
the observed CP violation in K decay, with
appropriate choice of the new mixing
angles and the phase, with rather weak
dependence on the masses of the new
extra quarks.

Within a few months of the Pakvasa-Sugawara
paper, there were several papers making more
detailed analysis of the K-M model.
 L. Maiani
 J. Ellis, M. Gaillard, D. Nanopouolos
 Soon, the K-M idea had taken off and a very large
number of papers followed over the next few
years……..
 But the fact remained that the SU(2)XU(1) as the
description of electroweak interactions was yet to be
established……., and all six quarks and six leptons
had to be found yet…………..


At this time the 4th quark, c had been established in
the 1974 discovery of J/Ψ (Ting et al, Richter et
al) although it took till 1976 to observe “naked” c
quarks in D mesons(Goldhaber et al)
 Discussion

of Models with 6 quarks was
very much in the air, with Right Handed
currents. This was motivated by the
anomalies in neutrino data at the time:
Harari(LHC);Fritzsch, Gell-Mann,
Minkowski, Pakvasa, Simmons, Tuan,
Treiman, Wilczek, Zee………But without
noticing the K-M paper.

Problems with the Standard
Model as of 1975
In neutrino physics one problem was the
so-called high-y anomaly. This suggested
the production of heavy quarks with RH
currents. The other was the form of N.C.
 By late 1977, with more data they had
disappeared.
 In 1978, two results settled the issue in
favor of the Standard Model with just
LHCurrents………..


 Description

of the y-anomaly: Excess
events at large y in anti-neutrino scattering
on nucleon looked as if it needed
explanation as due to production of heavy
quarks(Q=-1/3) with RH(V+A) coupling.
Problem of Neutrino Neutral Current: The
ratio of cross-sections for nu and nu_bar
seemed to be almost 1, which suggested
the Neutrino neutral current was pure V,
contrary to the SU(2)XU(1) expectations.

One was the final positive result
for the Parity Violation in atomic
Physics, agreeing with the
expected value, by Barkov et al in
Novosibirsk.
The other was the observation of
the asymmetry in electron-D
scattering at SLAC by Prescott et al
also in good agreement with the
expectations.

Standard Model:
Of Glashow, Salam and Weinberg has
SU(2)LXU(1) in which:
Charged Current is pure LH, V-A:
JC = V – A
Neutral Current is:
Jn = (V – A) + sin2(θW) Je.m.
where Je.m. is pure V.

1978:
All neutral current data could now be fit with a
single universal value for sin2(θW) of about 0.25.
All charged current data are now consistent with
The form V-A or pure LH Currents.
1979:
Glashow, Salam and Weinberg and their “Standard
Model” is annointed with
the 1979 Nobel Prize for Physics.

 In

1975, Perl and collaborators
observed in e+- e- collisions at SLAC
events like e+ + e- -> e+ + μ- which
could be understood as due to
production and decay of new charged
leptons of mass of about 1.7 GeV: e+ +
e- -> τ+ + τThe accompanying neutrino ντ had to
wait till 2000 to be observed at
FermiLab in production and decay of Ds
-> ντ + τ, followed by ντ + P
-> τ + N in an emulsion chamber.

Observation of the third neutrino
FermiLab 2000

In 1977, Lederman et al at FermiLab
observed the bound state of the fifth
quark b of charge -1/3: γ with the
mass of the b being about 5 GeV.
“Naked” b quarks in B mesons were
observed at DESY (Germany) in
1981. In 1983 at SLAC it was found
that the lifetime of B mesons was
rather long: almost 10-12 s.

Ichiro(Tony) Sanda and
collaborators(Carter and Bigi)
1981,1984:
 They

showed the that in decays of B
mesons, there could be large observable CP
violating effects, and it would be possible to
test definite predictions one could make in
the K-M scheme.
 This was very important as effects of CP
violation in all other processes were shown
to be too small to be observable and made
the K-M model too difficult to test.

Their proposal required two things to happen:
One was that B lifetime had to be long, this was found to
be so, and the second was that the mixing in B0 –B0bar
had to be large. Large mixing means that the
mass difference between the two states of definite CP
is “large” meaning it is comparable to the inverse lifetime
deltam/Gamma is of order 1. For K’s it is about ½,
for B’s it turned out to be about 3/4.
In 1987, the ARGUS detector at DESY found the
mixing to be very large, nearly maximal, thus fulfilling
The requirement that the CP violation in B decays,
specifically in the decay mode B ->Ψ + K0, is large and
observable.

 When

a B0 is made it propagates in terms
Of the mixture of the two mass states B_L
And B_S. Hence in terms of the B0 and
B0bar, there are oscillations. When CP is
Violated, there is a small difference between
Oscillation for an initial beam of B and an
Initial beam of B_bar. That is what one is
after.

In 1995, the final quark, the top was finally observed at
Fermilab by both detectors, CDF and D0.
The reason it took so long was that it was so massive:
175 GeV. The process was p + p -> t + t_bar with t
t decaying to W + q(seen as jets).
So now all ingredients of the Kobayashi-Maskawa
proposal were at hand: three families of quarks and
leptons were known to exist.
It remained to perform detailed tests of predictions
of the K-M model……..
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•Two separate rings
e+ (LER) : 3.5 GeV
e (HER) : 8.0 GeV
•ECM : 10.58 GeV at (4S)
•Luminosity
•target:

1034 cm-2s-1
•achieved:4x1033cm-2s-1

•±11 mrad crossing angle
•Small beam sizes:
y 3 m; x  100 m

What’s needed?
(Br (BfCP) ~ 103)
– very high Luminosity  KEKB

 Lots

of B mesons

 Find

CP eigenstate decays

– high quality ~ detector  Belle
 Tag

other B’s flavor

– good particle id
 Measure

decay-time difference

– Asymmetric energies
– good vertexing (@KEKB: c200m)

Average luminosity during
run
L=3.5x1033/cm2s

All-time Lpeak = 4.5x1033/cm2s

KEKB’s Special Features


Small beam sizes  low beam currents
– 4.5x1033 with less than 1 Amp in each ring



 11 mrad beam crossing angle

22mrad
e+

–
–
–

eNo bending magnets near the IR
Fewer spent particles into Belle
Synchrotron X-rays easily expelled

The Belle detector: (B0  J/
Ks)

The Belle Collaboration

Indian Institutions
Participating:
Utkal,Chandigarh
TIFR, IMSC…….

A World-Wide Activity Involving 50 Institutions

The Belle Collaboration

~300 Authors

B0  J/ Ks event vertex

Flavor-tag the other B
meson
Use inclusive flavor-specific properties:
Inclusive Leptons:
high-p l
b c l 
intermed-p l+
s l 
Inclusive Hadrons:
B0D(*) +, D(*) +, etc.
high-p +
K+ X,

intermed-p K+
low-p 
D0  

Also need to consider correlations

NBNB
f N +N
B
B

asymmetry plot: all
data

Result from global fit (sin21=0.99)

Conclusions
CP is violated in B decay
sin 21 is large:
0.99  0.14  0.06

>6

Essentially identical results were found by the
BaBaR detector at the similar B “factory” constructed
at SLAC and announced at the same time in summer
of 2001.
The phase(in the 3X3 K-M matrix) required
to account for the new result in
B mesons was identical to the value required
for explaining the CP violation in K decays.
This was a total vindication of the proposal
Made by Kobayashi and Maskawa in 1972.
They had to wait for 7 years for the Nobel Prize
to be awarded (jointly with Yoichiro Nambu)





In 2008, the Physics
Nobel Prize was shared
by Yoichiro Nambu,
and Makoto Kobayashi
and Toshihide
Maskawa.
Nambu was awarded
for his pioneering work
on spontaneous
symmetry breaking
which he did in the
period 1957-1963.

